Abstract: Isomorphism examination determines whether two design matrices are equivalent subject to some row, column, and level permutations. The purpose of this paper is to study the isomorphism problem from the viewpoint of the count vector. We find that two designs are isomorphic if and only if there exists a special type of linear transformation between their count vectors. The transformation can be characterized in terms of set operations for the subscripts of elements in the count vector. Besides, we propose an initial screening method based on the count vector, called the split-count matrix. We prove that the split-count matrix is more efficient than most existing initial screening methods. Some modified versions of the split-count matrix, including a projection version and some simplified versions, are discussed. Some examples and comparisons are given to demonstrate the power of the split-count matrix.
Introduction
Isomorphism examination determines whether two design matrices are equivalent subject to row and column permutations and level exchanges. It has played an important role in the enumeration of designs and the search of optimal designs, such as minimum aberration designs. However, isomorphism examination is a computationally intensive and time-consuming task. For instance, it requires n!k!(s!) k comparisons to examine two non-isomorphic designs that have n runs and k factors, each with s levels. Some methods have been suggested in the literature to accelerate the computation. They usually adopt some measure of designs that is easy to calculate to initially classify designs into groups according to their value(s) of the measure. The classification ensures that designs classified into different groups are non-isomorphic so that it is no longer necessary to apply a thorough examination for designs in different groups. These measures, which might have been originally proposed for other purposes than isomorphism examinations, include generalized word length pattern (abbreviated as GW LP ) proposed in Tang and Deng (1999) , confounding frequency vector (abbreviated as CF V ) proposed in Deng and Tang (1999) , Hamming distance matrix (abbreviated as HD) proposed in Clark and Dean (2001) , squared centered L 2 discrepancy (abbreviated as CD 2 2 ) proposed in Ma, Fang, and Lin (2001) , and uth power moment (abbreviated as K u ) proposed in Xu (2003) . For details about these measures, the reader is referred to the survey paper by Katsaounis and Dean (2008) . Because these methods cannot guarantee that designs classified into the same group are isomorphic, we call them initial screening methods. For designs classified into the same group by these measures, it is needed to apply some unique determination methods, which are usually much more computation-intensive, to examine whether the designs are really equivalent. A unique determination method provides necessary and sufficient conditions for equivalence of designs. There exist two approaches in the statistical literature that provide unique determination methods: one is the approach based on J-characteristics and indicator function (Ye (2003) ; Cheng and Ye (2004) ; Stufken and Tang (2007) ), and the other is the Hamming distance approach of Clark and Dean (2001) .
The purpose of this paper is to study the isomorphism problem of 2-level designs from the viewpoint of the count vector, introduced later in this section. In Section 2, we prove that two designs are isomorphic if and only if there exists a special type of linear transformation between their count vectors. This property can be utilized to uniquely determine the isomorphism class of designs. In Section 3, we propose an initial screening method called the split-count matrix. We prove that the split-count matrix has better classification power than most initial screening measures mentioned above. In Section 4, we discuss some modified versions of the split-count matrix, including one incorporating the use of projected designs and several simplified versions that are especially suitable for designs with a large number of factors. In Section 5, some examples and comparisons are given to demonstrate the power of our method. A summary is given in Section 6.
In the remainder of this section, we introduce some notation and terminology. For a set A, let ∥A∥ be the cardinality of the set. Let T = {1, . . . , k}, where k is the number of factors of a design. For any m ⊆ T , define a 1 × k vector x m = (x m1 , . . . , x mk ), where
Notice that X can be regarded as a k-factor full factorial design with m as its row index. If h j denotes the jth column of X, j = 1, . . . , k, then X can also be represented as
For any t ⊆ T , let h t be the component-wise product of the columns h j , j ∈ t.
That is, h t is a 2 k × 1 vector whose m-th component is
Because ∥m ∩ t∥ is the number of negative x mj 's in (1.3), it is obvious that
By arranging the h t in the Yates order of t, we obtain a 2 k × 2 k matrix 5) referred to as the model matrix of X, with m as its row index and t as its column index. The matrix H is a Hadamard matrix.
, an n × k matrix, be a k-factor design matrix with n runs and levels coded as +1 and −1. Let N m denote the number of appearances that a run x m occurs in the design D. Then, up to a row permutation, D is uniquely determined by the 2 k × 1 vector N 12 , N 3 , N 13 , N 23 , N 123 , N 4 , N 14 , . . .) T ,
where N m 's are arranged in the Yates order of m. We call N the count vector of design D because it counts for D the numbers of appearance of all possible level combinations in X. The concept of the count vector has appeared in Tang (2001) and Stufken and Tang (2007) concerning the study of J-characteristics, and in Fontana, Pistone, and Rogantin (2000) , Ye (2003) , and Cheng and Ye (2004) to define the indicator function. Two count vectors are called isomorphic if their corresponding design matrices are isomorphic. For two matrices U 1 and U 2 with the same number of rows, let [U 1 |U 2 ] denote the l × (m 1 + m 2 ) matrix formed by arranging the l × m 1 matrix U 1 in the first m 1 columns and the l × m 2 matrix U 2 in the last m 2 columns. We 
Count Vector and Isomorphism
In this section, we first discuss how [X|N(D) ] is affected when the operations of sign switch (i.e., level exchange of 2-level designs), column, and row permutations are applied on D. From the discussion, some necessary and sufficient conditions for two count vectors to be isomorphic are derived.
Let D r be the design obtained by permutating the rows of the design D. Because the elements in N(D) and N(D r ) are always sorted in Yate's order of m,
. In other words, for isomorphism examination based on the count vector, the row permutation operation can be ignored because it has no influence to the count vector.
Suppose that D s is obtained by switching the sign of factors
is obtained by switching the signs of factors κ 1 , . . . , κ g in X. Let R s be the 2 k × 2 k matrix that represents the row permutation operation to transform X s into X, i.e., R s ij = 1 if the jth row in X s is the ith row in X and R s ij = 0 otherwise. Then we have 
By applying λ on both sides of (2.1), we obtain
because R s and λ are exchangeable operations. Let S κ be the 2 k × 2 k diagonal matrix with diagonal h κ . Then H s = HS κ , and (2.2) can be written as
We call S κ a sign-switch matrix. There are 2 k different S κ 's, each corresponding to a sign switch set κ ⊆ T . Define S as the collection of these S κ 's. 
The reverse statement is also true because the count vector representation of a design is unique.
e., the ith column in D c is the j i th column in D. By following an argument similar to that for sign switch operations, we can find a 2 k ×2 k matrix R c that satisfies R c N(D) = N(D c ) and
where
Let I 2 k be the 2 k × 2 k identity matrix and denote the columns of I 2 k by Then H c in (2.6) can be written as H c = HC j 1 ···j k , and (2.5) becomes 
The reverse statement is also true because the count vector representation of a design is unique. 
, where C 321 can be obtained from I 8 = (e ϕ , e 1 , e 2 , e 12 , e 3 , e 13 , e 23 , e 123 ) by exchanging e 1 and e 3 and exchanging e 12 and e 23 . The matrices S 12 and C 321 are 
, from which we obtain 
It is then easy to check that N(A 1 ) and N(A 2 ) satisfy (2.10).
The matrix 2 −k HC T SH in (2.10) is a permutation matrix and its function is to rearrange the order of elements in a count vector. The systematical reordering of elements in a count vector resulting from the sign switches and column permutations applied on the design matrix can be characterized by using some set operations of the subscripts, as shown in the next theorem. First we need some definitions. Let π denote the permutation (j 1 , j 2 , . . . , j k ) of (1, 2, . . . , k), and then for m ⊆ T , take 
Clark and Dean (2001) provided a necessary and sufficient condition for two designs to be isomorphic based on the Hamming distance. A distinction between their and our methods is that the number of iterations for distinguishing two non-isomorphic designs in their method is a function of n and k, while in our methods it is a function of k (k!2 k ) as shown in Theorem 2.1 and 2.2.
An algorithm for checking equivalence of two designs is this.
Step 1: select a sign-switch matrix with diagonal h κ , i.e., S κ , and select a column-permutation matrix, C π .
Step 2: calculate 
Split-Count Matrix
Here we propose an initial screening measure, called the split-count matrix. It is based on the count vector. We prove that isomorphic designs have identical split-count matrices, and that the isomorphism screening using the split-count matrix is more efficient than most initial screening methods mentioned in Section 1.
Let ξ(·) be a sorting function that arranges, in descending order, the elements of a set of non-negative integers. For any non-empty column index t ⊆ T and a count vector N, let n Table 1 all the split-count vectors for the case k = 3. 
Let A and B be vectors (of the same dimension) of non-negative integers. We say A is greater than B in lexicographic order (lex order, for short), denoted A > lex B, if in the vector difference A − B the leftmost (or topmost) nonzero is positive. For example, (2, 1, 0) > lex (1, 1, 1) and (2, 1, 1) > lex (2, 1, 0) . We say
For any non-empty column index t ⊆ T and a count vector N, let N t be the 2 k × 1 vector such that
(3.1)
For j = 1, . . . , k, sort the N t with ∥t∥ = j in lex order and rename the sorted
The split-count matrix, denoted as N sp , is then defined as
this combines the sorted N t 's by columns with j varying from 1 to k. 
The first three columns are sorted N t with ∥t∥ = 1, columns 4 to 6 are sorted N t with ∥t∥ = 2, and the last column is N 123 . Each N t is a combination of N + t and N − t , with the one on top larger than the one on bottom in lex order.
For an initial screening measure for isomorphism examination, we have the following. Theorem 3 indicates that no matter what operations of column permutation, row permutation, and sign switch are applied to a design matrix, its split-count matrix is invariant under the operations.
The split-count matrix is more powerful in isomorphism screening than most initial screening measures (except HD) mentioned in Section 1. This is shown in the next theorem. To prove the theorem, note that, given in Stufken and Tang (2007) , for any column index t ⊆ T , the t-th component of J-characteristics, denoted by J t , can be written as J t = ∑ m⊆T h mt N m . By (1.4) and the definition of split-count vectors, we can write 
, it is enough to show that CF V is completely determined by N sp . For a k-factor design D with n runs, Deng and Tang (1999) For (ii), it is enough to show that GW LP is completely determined by CF V . Tang and Deng (1999) 
For (iii), an equation given by Xu (2003, p.696) shows the relationship between GW LP and K u , u = 1, . . . , k:
, and the S(m, j) are Stirling numbers of the second kind. It is obvious that the K u can be uniquely determined by GW LP , and vice versa.
The result (iv) follows directly from, Ye (2003, p.992) ,
which shows that GW LP uniquely determines CD 2 2 . The theorem immediately provides, as a corollary, the rank order of these measures on classification power. The proof of the corollary is straightforward and is thus omitted here.
Corollary 1. For an initial screening measure M and fixed n and k, let #(M ) be the number of non-isomorphic groups distinguished by M. Then,
Suppose that we define the screening efficiency by ef f (M ) = #(M ) total number of non-isomorphic classes .
According to Corollary 1, the screening efficiencies of the measures mentioned in the corollary can be ranked as
For the efficiency comparison between HD and the split-count matrix, neither is superior to the other. As will be shown in Example 6 in Section 5, the splitcount matrix has higher efficiencies than HD in most instances, but there are cases where HD has better classification power.
Projection and Simplified Methods
In isomorphism classification using initial screening measures, projection is a widely employed technique to improve efficiency. For a k-factor design and an integer p ≤ k, there are HD and N sp ) . The frequency of these M -measures is referred to as p-dimensional projection frequency of M . We call the collection of all p-dimensional projection frequencies, p = 1, . . . , k, the complete projection frequency of M , and denote it by P M . If two designs are isomorphic, their p-dimensional projection frequencies are identical for any p. Therefore, P M can be used as an initial screening measure. The classification power of P M is at least as high as M , i.e.,
For the projection versions of the initial screening measures that appeared in Corollary 1, the ranking remains unchanged, i.e.,
For a k-factor design, the dimension of its split-count matrix is 2 k × (2 k − 1). Dimension increases dramatically when k becomes large. In the remainder of this section, some lower dimensional measures based on the split-count matrix are proposed for the isomorphism classification of designs with a large k.
Let us sum up the split-count vectors over t's with ∥t∥ = j, i.e.,
for j = 1, . . . , k, and define the sum of the split-count matrix as
Take the design A 1 in Example 3 as an example, its sum of the split-count matrix is For a highly fractional factorial design, i.e., a k-factor design with n distinct runs, where n is much smaller than 2 k , a large proportion of the components in its count vector are zero. These 0's appear in the bottom of the N + t and N − t because the components in N + t and N − t are sorted from large to small, causing the split-count matrix to contain many rows of 0's. These rows can be removed to reduce dimensionality. Because N + t 's and N − t 's contain at least 2 k−1 −n zeros, in the split-count matrix the (n + 1)-th to the (2 k−1 )-th rows and the (2 k−1 + n + 1)-th to the (2 k )-th rows are zero. We can at least remove these 2 k − 2n rows to reduce the dimension of N sp from 2 k × (2 k − 1) to 2n × (2 k − 1), and dimension can be further reduced if there are more rows of 0's in N sp . This technique can also be applied to SN sp to at least reduce its dimension from 2 k−1 × k to n × k. For a design with single replicate (i.e., the components in its count vector are either 1 or 0), its N sp can be uniquely determined by its CF V . Then, the isomorphism screening based on N sp is equivalent to that based on CF V . Take, as an example, a k-factor design whose count vector contains n ones and 2 k − n zeros. Note that l i,j in its CF V is the number of t's with |J t | = j and ∥t∥ = i. Among t's with ∥t∥ = i, there are l i,j of them with |J t | = j, j = 1, . . . , n, and
3), we know that for any of l i,j different t's with |J t | = j, j = 0, 1, . . . , n, the absolute difference between the numbers of 1's in its corresponding N (3.1), l i,j of them, j = 0, 1, . . . , n, are the vector whose components from top to bottom are (n + j)/2 ones, 2 k−1 − (n + j)/2 zeros, (n − j)/2 ones, and 2 k−1 − (n − j)/2 zeros. Therefore, CF V can fully determine N sp . Because CF V has a much lower dimension than N sp when k is large, the former should replace the latter in the initial screening of designs with single replicate.
The above discussion also points out a relationship between the strength of an orthogonal array and its N sp . For an n-run orthogonal array of strength s, all its J t with ∥t∥ ≤ s are zero. Therefore, the first
columns in N sp are the vector whose components from top to bottom are n/2 ones, 2 k−1 − n/2 zeros, n/2 ones, and 2 k−1 − n/2 zeros. There is no need to compute and compare these columns for orthogonal arrays of strength s.
Some Comparisons
We use examples to study and compare the classification power of the initial screening measures mentioned in this paper. The measures are N sp , SN sp , HD, CF V , GW LP , K u , and CD 2 2 , and their projection versions P N sp , P SN sp , P HD , P CF V , P GW LP , P Ku , and P CD 2 2 , respectively. The computational time for each method is shown in Tables 2 and 3 (processor: 2.4 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo; memory: 4GB 1067 MHz DDR3; code: R). In this section, we use OA(n, k, s) to denote n-run orthogonal arrays of strength s for k factors each at 2 levels.
Example 4. Katsaounis and Dean (2008) gave a classification example of nonisomorphic 4-factor designs. The designs, they denote by df 1 and df 5, are not mean-orthogonal, i.e., their strengths are less than one. Among initial screening measures discussed in their paper only Deseq1, proposed by Clark and Dean (2001) The split-count matrices are 
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Because N sp (df 1) and N sp (df 5) are different (e.g., check their second columns), the split-count matrix can quickly identify the two designs as non-isomorphic. Their sum of split-count matrices are
20 30 19 5 13 21 14 3 11 15 10 3 8 12 9 2 7 9 7 2 4 6 4 1 1 3 1 0 0 0 0 0
20 30 19 5 15 21 12 3 19 15 12 3 8 12 9 2 7 9 7 2 4 6 4 1 1 3 1 0 0 0 0 0
Because SN sp (df 1) and SN sp (df 5) are different (e.g., check their first columns), SN sp can also classify them as non-isomorphic. It takes less than one second for N sp and SN sp to distinguish the designs. This example demonstrates how to use N sp and SN sp to perform isomorphism examination and shows that, although most initial screening measures fail to distinguish them, the methods based on the count vector work. The classification results of the eight designs, together with the computation time (in seconds) under different initial screening measures, are presented in Table 2 . The first part of the table contains the classification results of N sp and SN sp . They successfully classify the eight designs as non-isomorphic, even though the projection technique is not employed. The second part contains the classification results of HD, CF V , GW LP , K u , and CD 2 2 . The measure CF V can only classify these designs as two groups {B 1 , B 4 , B 5 , B 6 } and {B 2 , B 3 , B 7 , B 8 }, and the other measures fail to distinguish between any of the eight non-isomorphic designs. The classification results of the projection versions of HD, CF V , GW LP , K u , and CD 2 2 are given in the third part of Table 2 . The technique of projection significantly improves the classification power of these measures, but they still cannot distinguish the designs B 7 and B 8 .
Example 6. Although Corollary 1 shows that N sp can achieve higher screening efficiency than CF V , GW LP , CD 2 2 , and K u , it is still worthwhile illustrating how well the measures based on the count vector perform compared to other initial screening measures. In this example, we provide a more thorough comparison. We investigate the screening efficiencies of the measures for various OA's. Sun, Li, and Ye (2002) provides a complete catalog of OA(n, k, 2)'s for n = 12, 16, and 20. We study the screening efficiencies for all the OA's given in their paper with k ≤ 6. For the cases of OA's with k = 4 or n = 12, all measures can fully classify all non-isomorphic classes. For the other cases, screening efficiencies are reported in Table 3 . We also include in Table 3 some OA's with n > 20 or s > 2 as given in Lin and Cheng (2011) . In the table, the notation OA(n, k, s) : w indicates that there are w non-isomorphic classes for OA (n, k, s) . For each case of the OA's in Table 3 , the screening efficiencies and the computation time (in seconds) are given on the left-hand side and the right-hand side of the colon individually. The results for the measures not adopting and adopting projection are arranged on the top and bottom of the table individually. For the OA's listed in Table 3 , only the projection version of N sp can successfully distinguish all non-isomorphic classes, i.e., reach 100% efficiency. For the rest of the measures, those based on the count vector generally perform better than the others. For example, P N sp and P SN sp have equal or higher efficiencies than other projection versions in every cases, and strictly higher in all 6 cases with larger w's (w > 30). Actually in many cases N sp and SN sp , which do not utilize projection, already have better performance (with efficiencies at least 96%) than the projection versions of those measures not based on the count vector. For N sp and SN sp , although ef f (SN sp ) is always no more than ef f (N sp ), we can see that their efficiencies are very close. They have identical efficiencies in most cases, and the largest efficiency difference between them is 2.3% (in the case of OA (32, 5, 2) ). This closeness is more apparent in their projection versions, P N sp and P SN sp . For the measures not based on the count vector, the use of projection can significantly improve efficiency. For example, in the case of OA (36, 5, 2) , the efficiencies of HD, CF V , GW LP , K u , and CD 2 2 are improved by from 28% to 44.9% after projection is applied. The improvement achieved by the use of projection is not so significant for N sp and SN sp because their efficiencies (no projection versions) are already high enough in most cases. Among the measures not based on the count vector, P HD has the best performance. In the cases of OA(20, 6, 2), HD has higher efficiency than N sp although the situation is reversed in their projection versions. Neither HD nor N sp is entirely superior to the other, as mentioned in Section 3.
Summary
In this paper, the count vector approach is employed for isomorphism examination. A count vector can be regarded as an alternative representation of Sun, Li, and Ye (2002) . ♮ : OA's given in Lin and Cheng (2011). design matrix and, although the idea of the count vector has been adopted in several papers, the focus of the previous work was primarily on topics concerning the J-characteristics expression of the count vector (or, in the terminology of indicator function, the coefficients of monomials). We show that the count vector itself can be a useful tool in the study of design properties. For isomorphism examination, we provide necessary and sufficient conditions for two count vectors to be isomorphic. The operations of column, row, and level permutations on design matrix cause a systematic rearrangement of elements in the count vector. We identify the pattern of the rearrangement and characterize it in two different ways, linear transformation of vectors and set operations of subscripts. For the faster initial screening based on the count vector, we propose several measures and prove that they are invariant to column, row, and level permutations. We also prove or illustrate by examples that the initial screening measures based on the count vector generally have satisfactory classification power and better screening efficiency.
